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Awareness on how and where energy is consumed is being increasingly recognized as the
key to prevent waste in next-generation smart buildings. However, while several solutions
exist to monitor energy consumption patterns for commercial and industrial users, energy
reporting systems currently available to residential users require time-consuming and
intrusive installation procedures, or are otherwise unable to provide device-level reports
on energy consumption. To fill this gap, this paper discusses the design and performance
evaluation of the Tiny Energy Accounting and Reporting System (TinyEARS), an energy
monitoring system that generates device-level power consumption reports primarily based
on the acoustic signatures of household appliances detected by wireless sensors. Experi-
ments demonstrate that TinyEARS is able to report the power consumption of individual
household appliances within a 10% error margin.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Residential spaces account for approximately 21% of the
total energy consumption in the United States [2], with
raising figures worldwide. This motivates the growing
interest in smart building technology to automate and
otherwise promote energy conservation in residential
and commercial spaces. Several techniques, including insu-
lation and energy harvesting from solar panels, or integra-
tion with pervasive sensing and actuation technologies, are
being proposed and discussed to reduce the carbon foot-
print of buildings by preventing energy waste.

However, while businesses rely increasingly on proce-
dures and best practices to save energy and reduce costs,
most home users do not have any means to control their
energy usage patterns. The main resources in a typical
household are electricity, water, natural gas, and heating
oil. Saving a small portion of each in each residential space
could have a significant impact on reducing costs, energy
consumption, and impact on the environment. Several
studies have shown the necessity of fine-grained energy
monitoring to encourage conservation. In [3], Darby ex-
plored the effectiveness of different forms of feedback on
energy consumption, such as self-meter-reading, interac-
tive feedback via a PC, frequent bills based on readings plus
historical feedback, among others, and emphasized the
necessity and the benefits of direct feedback mechanisms.
He concluded that immediate direct feedback can be extre-
mely valuable in influencing behavior with savings in the
range of 5–15%.

Stern [4] states that awareness not only encourages
people to actively participate in doing the right thing in
preventing waste of energy, but also provides indirect
monetary benefits because of the reduced cost of re-
sources. Therefore, a great promise lies in monitoring sys-
tems designed to reduce energy wastage in residential
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spaces by reporting device-level energy usage information
to the home user, with potential reductions in costs and
emissions of harmful gases like CO2.

Motivated by this, in this paper we discuss the design
and implementation of a wireless monitoring system for
residential spaces based on a multi-layer decision architec-
ture and called Tiny Energy Accounting and Reporting Sys-
tem (TinyEARS). TinyEARS is based on wireless audio
sensor nodes and a real-time power meter deployed to
monitor device-level energy consumption in the house-
hold. The objective of TinyEARS is to detect and classify
‘‘on’’ devices based on their acoustic signatures and report
device-level energy consumption by correlating node deci-
sions with time and power information obtained from a
real-time power meter. Although the multi-layer decision
architecture of TinyEARS is currently implemented by
using audio sensors only, clearly the coordinated use of
multiple types of sensors, such as light and magnetic,
would increase the system performance. There are also si-
lent devices, such as modem, laptop, and mobile phones,
which cannot be detected by their acoustic signatures.
The energy consumption of these devices can be measured
by using an additional node equipped with magnetic sen-
sors [5].

However, the main focus of this work is to show how
acoustic signatures of house appliances can be used to en-
able device-level monitoring of energy consumption in res-
idential spaces, with (surprisingly) excellent performance.
The key component of TinyEARS is what we refer to as
the house appliance sound recognition system (HASRS),
which we implemented on Imote2 [6] sensors to obtain
node-level decisions in real-time. The HASRS employs the
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) as a feature
extraction algorithm and minimum distance classifier
(MDC) as a classification algorithm.

The paper discusses the architecture, communication
subsystem, signal acquisition and processing, and algorith-
mic details of TinyEARS. The key contributions of our work
are as follows:

� We propose a multi-layer architecture that enables
energy monitoring at the device level by leveraging
the acoustic signatures of house appliances. This infor-
mation is correlated with the overall power usage infor-
mation of the house obtained from a real-time power
meter.
� While most existing solutions for device-level monitor-

ing require one sensor node per appliance, in TinyEARS a
single sensor node monitors house appliance in a room
based on their acoustic signatures. Deploying one sensor
node per room reduces both the overall cost and com-
munication burden of the wireless sensor network.
� TinyEARS, being based on a limited number of sensor

nodes, is an easily deployable and maintainable system.
� We show that house appliances can be recognized with

an overall success rate of 94% by their acoustic signa-
tures with relatively simple processing algorithms
implemented on the motes.
� Finally, we discuss the main system design challenges

and their solutions in implementing an audio classifica-
tion process on an Imote2 sensor node.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we review existing solutions for energy monitoring
in residential spaces. In Section 3, we introduce the system
architecture of TinyEARS. Section 4 describes the details of
the house appliance sound recognition system. In Section 5,
we describe the data acquisition and correlation process of
TinyEARS. In the same section, we also discuss the issues
and challenges of implementing the HASRS on Imote2. Sec-
tion 6 describes our experimental environment and pre-
sents the test results obtained using Imote2 and the
TED5000 power meter.
2. Related work

Previous work on monitoring energy consumption in
residential spaces, shown in Table 1 can be broadly classi-
fied into two categories. The first group is concerned with
systems designed to measure the overall energy consump-
tion with a single sensor, usually located in a power box.
The second approach is to monitor each household appli-
ance individually, with fine-grained consumption
feedback.

There exists several commercially available products to
measure the overall energy consumption of a household,
including Power Cost Monitor [7], Wattson [8], Onzo [9],
EM-2500 [10] and TED-xxx [11]. These products generally
consist of two units, a central unit connected to a fuse box
and a display unit. Even though it is moderately difficult to
install these devices, they do not require any maintenance
once deployed. They have simple user interfaces reporting
power usage in scales of seconds or minutes. However,
while these products are able to present the overall energy
consumption and detect anomalies in energy usage, they
cannot provide per-appliance energy measurement. The
Google Power Meter [12] is another option to visualize
power meter readings. It is an opt-in software tool that al-
lows users to visualize detailed home energy information.
A secure Google gadget displays data on home energy con-
sumption received from either a smart meter or another
electricity monitoring device.

The Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) [13], uses a
single whole-house energy meter and attempts to identify
and disaggregate the energy usage of individual devices by
identifying changes in steady-state levels where the power
is constant. The success rate of the NILM system varies be-
tween 75% and 90% in detecting the on/off status of work-
ing household appliances [14]. The key limitations of NILM
are that loads are indistinguishable, and data is batch-pro-
cessed [13]. To simplify the training process of NILM sys-
tems, in [15], the authors present an inexpensive
contactless electromagnetic field event-detector that can
detect appliance state changes within close proximity,
based on magnetic and electric field fluctuations.

Device-level monitoring has recently received attention
in the literature because of its fine-grained feedback on en-
ergy consumption. To monitor each device individually,
two approaches have been considered in the literature,
i.e., (i) installing electrical current sensors inline with each
appliance, and (ii) deploying multiple sensors throughout
the household. Some commercial products, based on



Table 1
List of most remarkable studies about monitoring energy consumption of residential spaces.

Study Method Advantages Disadvantages Data sensing type Accuracy
(%)

[13,14] NILM Easy to deploy/inexpensive Loads are
indistinguishable

Power signals Direct⁄ 75–90

Loads are steady-
sate

[16,18,20] Whole-energy monitoring Easy to deploy/inexpensive Coarse-grained Power signals Direct 100
Energy monitoring

[15] Device-level monitoring Easy to deploy/low-cost Complex devices
(HVAC) not
traceable

Electric/Magnetic
signals

Indirect 70

[5] Device-level monitoring with
wireless sensor nodes

No inline sensor Too many sensor
nodes

Ambient signals
(Magnetic, Light,
Acoustic)

Indirect 90

Fine-grained energy monitoring/
Inexpensive sensors

[17,19] Installing electrical current
sensors inline with each
appliance

Fine-grained energy monitoring Very expensive Electrical current
signals

Direct 100

Hard to deploy
[26] NILM with Easy to deploy/inexpensive High

Computational
Power signals Direct⁄ 96

Kernel-based subspace Cost
Classification

[28] Single plug-in sensor with ML
techniques

Easy to deploy/inexpensive Loads are steady-
state

Electrical Noise Direct⁄ 85–90%

Not scalable
[24] Circuit-level Better to monitor devices with

complex states or continuously
power usage

Hard to deploy/
costly

Power signals Direct 95

Energy measurement

NILM: Non-intrusive Load Monitoring.
ML: Machine Learning.
Direct: Direct sensing with Multiple-Point Installation.
Direct⁄: Direct sensing with Single-Point Installation.
Indirect: Indirect sensing using wireless sensor nodes.
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electrical current sensors, are already available, e.g., Plogg
[16], Kill-a-Watt [17], Tweet-a-Watt [18], Watts Up [19]
and Smart Insteon Central Controller [20]. Although these
products provide fine-grained energy monitoring, they re-
quire inline installation between a standard AC plug and
the outlet. Therefore, appliances such as heating and venti-
lation systems (HVAC), electric boilers and ceiling lights
cannot be easily instrumented, since they lack AC plugs
and have wired connections.

Researchers have recently proposed deploying sensor
networks in buildings to achieve device-level monitoring
of energy consumption. Shah et al. [21] discuss issues
and challenges in monitoring energy consumption with a
sensor network. In [5], the authors developed Viridiscope,
a system designed to provide device-level power con-
sumption feedback by using magnetic, acoustic and light
sensors. Ambient signals from sensors placed near appli-
ances are used to estimate power consumption. Viridi-
scope provides a very detailed picture of household
energy consumption, at the expense of significant addi-
tional hardware cost - at least one sensor or meter per
home device. Jiang [22] et al. deployed a wireless sensor
network for high-fidelity monitoring of electrical usage in
buildings. This network consists of 38-mote-class AC me-
ters, six light sensors, and one vibration sensor which are
placed at carefully chosen sampling points. The authors
have explored several techniques for modeling, estimating,
and disaggregating energy usage across functional, spatial,
user and signal domains.

Schoofs et al. [23] propose ANNOT (Automated Electric-
ity Data Annotation), a system to automate electricity data
annotation leveraging cheap wireless sensor nodes such as
temperature, sound, light and accelerometer. ANNOT auto-
matically acquires appliance signatures, collects training
data, validates the monitoring output without human
supervision, and is integrated within the RECAP (Recogni-
tion and Profiling of Appliances) appliance load monitoring
system.

Marchiori and Han [24] explore an alternative approach
to monitor household energy usage, including small de-
vices. They propose using circuit-level energy measure-
ments as a compromise between the two aforementioned
approaches. With this objective, they identify and separate
the energy usage of individual devices by applying analysis
inspired by non-intrusive load monitoring. The drawback
of this approach is that as many load controlling devices
as the number of monitored house appliances have to be
installed on the circuits.

Another possible approach is to try to infer device-level
consumption using only power meter readings. In [25], the
authors interpret power meter readings to estimate the
power consumption of individual electric appliances. They



Fig. 1. Multi-layer decision architecture of TinyEARS.
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use machine learning algorithms including multi-layered
perceptron, radial basis function network, and support vec-
tor regressors to find the power consumption of inverter-
type appliances. In [26,27], the same authors also study
the characteristics of electric appliances that show a con-
stant power consumption. Existing studies also analyze
the signature of devices based on electrical noise on the
residential power line. For example, Patel et al. [28] devel-
oped a system that tries to predict active devices at any gi-
ven time. Finally, in [29], the authors exploit current and
voltage waveforms to classify working devices. The system
can determine the status of an appliance, but not its actual
power consumption.

Finally, several studies use wireless sensor networks for
energy efficiency without directly addressing energy mon-
itoring in residential spaces. For example, in [30] the
authors create user profiles through a prediction algorithm
using physical parameters like light and temperature.
Thus, the system has the ability to automatically set sys-
tem parameters to minimize the energy consumption
while guaranteeing a desired comfort level. In [31], Dela-
ney et al. propose a wireless sensor network based tool
that evaluates lighting control systems in existing office
buildings. The tool is used to determine points in the con-
trol system that exhibit energy wastage and to highlight
areas that can be optimized. Gao and Whitehouse [32] de-
ployed a wireless sensor network to monitor house occu-
pancy and consequently regulate the house temperature
automatically. They show that by optimizing setback
schedules based on home occupancy patterns with the
help of a self-programming thermostat energy savings up
to 15% can be achieved. In [33], the authors propose a sys-
tem that estimates occupancy with an accuracy of 80%.
They construct multivariate Gaussian and agent based
models for predicting user mobility patterns in building.
Their simulations indicate a 14% reduction in HVAC energy
usage by having an optimal control strategy based on occu-
pancy estimates and usage patterns. Marchiori and Han
present a prototype distributed control system [34] for
building energy management that uses wireless sensor
network-class nodes. This prototype system achieved an
energy savings of up to 15% by implementing a relatively
simple control policy.

TinyEARS aims at monitoring house appliances and
their energy usage with the help of a wireless sensor net-
work deployed at home and a wireless power meter con-
nected to the electric panel. The system differs from
available solutions by combining the information from
acoustic signatures of house appliances and power meter
readings through a multi-layer architecture. TinyEARS al-
lows deploying one single sensor node per room. The sys-
tem can potentially combine the individual features of
different types of sensors such as light, temperature and
magnetic to improve the accuracy of the estimated energy
consumption in a residential space. For instance, silent de-
vices, such as modems, charging devices, lights, could not
be tracked via audio sensors, since they do not produce
any sound or produce unrecognizable sound during their
operation. Thus, to detect the on/off status of these devices
and to measure their power consumption, we suggest to
use extra sensor nodes equipped with sensors such as light,
temperature and magnetic. Viridiscope [5] is a very good
example of such use of magnetic sensors. These sensors
could be easily adapted to our system to improve the accu-
racy of the estimated energy consumption in a residential
space. However, this paper is focused on the detection of
household appliances emitting acoustic signals.
3. System design

TinyEARS is composed of a multi-layer decision archi-
tecture that includes (i) an event detection layer, (ii) a de-
vice detection layer and (iii) a time correlation layer, as
shown in Fig. 1. Operations within each layer are handled
by individual software modules running on the Data Fu-
sion Center (DFC). The Event Detection Module (EDM)
communicates with the real-time power meter and uses
a basic filtering mechanism on the real-time power con-
sumption readings to detect possible changes in the use
of house appliances. Details of the EDM module is given
in Section 5.2. When an event is detected, the EDM alerts
the Device Detection Module (DDM).

The DDM controls communication with the sensor
nodes through control packets that trigger sensor nodes
to start collecting audio samples. Based on the collected
samples, each individual sensor decides which (if any)
house appliances are active. Each sensor node reports its
decision back to the DDM along with a confidence value.
The DDM sends event information and node decisions to
the Time Correlation Module (TCM). The TCM may decide
to rely on the node decision or override it with a better
match. The TCM creates alternative decisions by correlat-
ing time, power usage and node decisions. A set of rules
have been defined for the correlation operation, whose de-
tails will be discussed in Section 5.5.

TinyEARS employs a real-time wireless power meter
and wireless sensor nodes to detect the energy consump-
tion of individual house appliances. The deployment of
TinyEARS consists of a few basic steps: (i) installation of
a real-time power meter, (ii) deployment of one sensor
node in each room, and (iii) setup of a PC or laptop as
DFC. A real-time power meter must be connected to the
main power line of the house. Based on our experience, this



Fig. 2. MTU connection.
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is a very simple operation that takes less than 10 min. The
deployment of the sensor nodes does not have any specific
requirements: sensors can be placed in any position within
the room. In addition, mobility of house appliances does
not effect the system performance. For example, moving
of a vacuum cleaner within a room has a negligible impact
on the success rate of the audio classification procedure
performed on the sensor node. The setup of the DFC in-
cludes installation of several software modules and drivers.
A sample deployment of TinyEARS is shown in Fig. 3.

3.1. System elements

TinyEARS consists of three main components: a real-
time power meter, a DFC, and sensor nodes. The real-time
power meter is used to monitor changes in power usage in
the household. It must be able to report power usage every
second. There are several off-the-shelf power meters with
different capabilities and prices. We have used the TED
5000 produced by Energy Inc., because of its simple instal-
lation procedure, very accurate readings, and open devel-
opment API. The TED 5000 system consists of three units:
a measuring transmitting unit (MTU), a gateway, and a
user display unit. The MTU is mounted on the main electric
panel of the house as shown in Fig. 2. It measures and
transmits energy, power, and voltage information to the
gateway, which can be plugged to any outlet in the house.
The gateway relays data to a user display unit via an IEEE
802.15.4 connection. In addition, real-time and historical
data can be accessed by utilizing the gateway’s Ethernet
interface.

The DFC is a typical PC that runs EDM, DDM, TCM mod-
ules, and a configuration utility to manage the initial train-
ing of TinyEARS. The DFC reads power usage data from the
power meter every second. If the DFC decides that a house
appliance has been turned on or off based on these read-
ings, it issues a command instruction to the sensor nodes
to sample audio. Then, it waits until node decisions have
been received.

In TinyEARS, sensor nodes are required to perform sig-
nal processing operations including Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), feature extraction and classification. Therefore, we
have used the Imote2 sensor node platform that can satisfy
the processing and memory requirements of these algo-
rithms. The Imote2 is built around the low-power
PXA271 XScale processor and integrates an IEEE 802.15.4
radio (CC2420) with a built-in 2.4 GHz antenna. The Im-
ote2 is a modular stackable platform and can be expanded
with extension boards to customize the system to a spe-
cific application.

The Imote2 sensor platform is distributed with TinyOS
or.Net Micro Framework. The TinyOS system, libraries,
and applications are written in nesC, a programming lan-
guage designed for structured component-based applica-
tions. The nesC language is primarily intended for
embedded systems such as sensor networks. Although
nesC has a C-like syntax, porting existing C libraries to a
particular mote platform requires manually re-writing all
parts of the code that allocate buffers due to the static nat-
ure of nesC [35]. Conversely, the.Net Micro Framework is a
modular platform that allows reusability of existing C/C++
libraries with minor modifications. Our processing-inten-
sive application required porting a math library and a FFT
method, which made the.Net Micro Framework a natural
choice. In addition, the.Net Micro Framework provides a
simple installation process and a visual development envi-
ronment that reduces the complexity of programming and
debugging.
3.2. Configuration of the TinyEARS

During the initial setup of TinyEARS, a training phase is
required. After deploying one sensor node in each room,
house appliances are introduced to the HASRS. This process
is performed through a user interface on the DFC. For each
device, the user basically selects the room that the device
will be placed into and enters a label for that device. Then,
that appliance should be turned on for the sensor node in
that room to collect audio samples from the device. The
sensor node extracts audio features from the audio sam-
ples and adds these features to its classification database.
Whenever a new house appliance with an acoustic signa-
ture is added, it needs to be introduced into TinyEARS.
4. On-board real-time device classification

Different house appliances are characterized by differ-
ent levels of current absorption. However, it is not easy
to discriminate devices based only on power meter read-
ings or on electrical noise on power lines. Therefore, the
key idea behind TinyEARS is to infer the energy consump-
tion of house appliances by primarily relying on their
acoustic signature.



Fig. 3. A sample deployment of the TinyEARS system.
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In previous studies, researchers have explored sound
classification problems especially for speech, speaker, and
musical instrument recognition. In recent years, the prob-
lem of classifying environmental sounds has also attracted
significant interest. For example, Cowling [36] has ex-
plored the environmental sound classification problem in
detail. Environmental sounds can be broadly classified into
two groups. The first group consists of sounds that start
abruptly and have short duration. This includes animal
sounds, the sound of a breaking glass, or a door creaking,
among others [37]. The second group consists of environ-
mental sounds that appear in a specific frequency band
and last longer compared to the first group. This includes
the engine of a car or plane, refrigerators, and hair dryers,
among others. Sounds in the latter group are generally pro-
duced by the motor of a machine and can be categorized as
mechanical sounds. The fact that most house appliances
(e.g., refrigerator, dishwasher, exhauster, blender, vacuum
cleaner, washer, and hair dryer) contain a motor suggests
that it is possible to classify them based on their acoustic
signature. To the best of our knowledge, the sound charac-
teristics of house appliances were only explored in [38].
Thus, we exploit the feature extraction and classification
algorithms proposed in that study.
4.1. Audio feature extraction

Feature extraction from an audio signal is one of the
most important issues in the field of audio data classifica-
tion. Audio data generally includes two types of features,
i.e., physical and perceptual features. Physical features are
low-level signal parameters that capture aspects of the
temporal and spectral properties of the signal, whereas
perceptual features refer to loudness,pitch, and timbre that
can be differentiated easily by human ears.In this study, se-
ven different audio features are primarily considered,
including zero-crossing rate (ZCR), short-time energy
(STE), band-level energy (BLE), spectral-centroid (SC),
spectral roll-off (SRO), spectral flux (SF), and mel-fre-
quency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [36]. To obtain a high
classification accuracy, we have assessed the effectiveness
of each of these features. Based on this, we have selected
effective and robust feature combinations for discriminat-
ing the acoustic signatures of household appliances. First,
we have analyzed the power spectral density of the acous-
tic signature of each house appliance via AudaCity, an
audio signal processing tool. This preliminary analysis
shows that the discriminative frequency band is between
0 and 1 kHz. Before implementing our algorithms on the
sensor nodes, we ran extensive MATLAB tests to validate
our feature set. In Fig. 4, we report a summary of our re-
sults that clearly demonstrate how the MFCC features per-
form better than any other group of physical features.
4.1.1. Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
The MFCC, introduced in [36] as a candidate feature

extraction method for stationary audio signals, perform
better than other feature extraction methods such as Fou-
rier transform, human factor cepstral coefficients, fast
wavelet transform and short-time Fourier transform. Since



Fig. 4. Comparison of different types and number of features.
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the sounds of house appliances can be considered to be
stationary, we applied the MFCCs for our audio classifica-
tion problem. There are five main processing steps for
obtaining MFCC features of an audio signal, as illustrated
in the diagram reported in Fig. 5. First, the audio signal is
fragmented into frames of predefined length. Then, each
frame is multiplied with a Hamming window to maintain
the continuity between the first and the last points in the
frame. Then, the FFT is applied to the signal and smooth-
ened by a series of triangular filters, including 13 linear fil-
ters below 1 kHz and 27 logarithmic filters within 1–
6.4 kHz. The MFCCs are finally calculated.

The complete coefficient extraction procedure [39,40]
can be described step-by-step as follows:

Step 1: The digital audio signal s[n] is fragmented into
frames of length F.

Step 2: Each individual frame is windowed to minimize
signal discontinuities at the beginning and end of
each frame. The idea here is to minimize the spec-
tral distortion by using the Hamming window to
taper the signal to zero at the beginning and end
of each frame. The Hamming window hw[n] is
given by
Fig. 5. A flowchart of MF
hw½n� ¼ 0:54� 0:46 cos
2pn

F � 1

� �
;n

¼ 0; � � � ; F � 1: ð1Þ
where F is the frame size.
Step 3: All frames are transformed to the frequency

domain by applying the FFT:
YðtÞ ¼ 1
F

XF�1

n¼0

s½n�hw½n�e�jwnt; w ¼ 2p
F
;

t ¼ 0; . . . ; F � 1: ð2Þ
Step 4: The energy spectrum is calculated as
X½l� ¼ jY ½l�j2 ð3Þ
Step 5: The energy in each frequency channel is calculated
as
S½k� ¼
XF=2�1

j¼0

Wk½j�X½j�; Wk ¼ e�j2pk=F ;

k ¼ 0; . . . ;M � 1: ð4Þ
In (4), M represents the number of mel windows in the mel
scale. The mel scale, proposed by Stevens, Volkman and
CC.
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Newman in 1937, is a perceptual scale of pitches judged by
listeners to be equal in distance from one another. We can
convert f Hz into m mel through
m ¼ 2595 log 10
f

700
þ 1: ð5Þ
Wk[j] is the triangular filter associated with the kth channel
in the mel scale. Wk[j] satisfies the following constraint:
XF=2�1

j¼0

Wk½j� ¼ 1; 8k: ð6Þ
Step 6: Logarithm and cosine transforms are applied to
the audio signal. Here, c[n] represent the ampli-
tude coefficients of the resulting spectrum, i.e.,
the MFCCs of the given audio signal.
c½n� ¼
XM�1

k¼0

log S½k� cos nðkþ 0:5Þ p
M

h i
; ð7Þ
Table 2
Comparison of k-NN, SVM and MDC with nine MFCC features.

MDC k-NN SVM

Success rate (%) 93.69 97.14 97.74
where n = 1, . . . , L, and where L is the desired order of the
MFCC.
As mentioned before, an analysis of the power spectral
densities of each house appliance shows that the discrim-
inative frequencies are concentrated below 1 kHz (Fig. 8).
Thus, we omitted logarithmic filters that are applied only
to the frequencies above 1 kHz and evaluated our audio
classification process for different number of cepstral coef-
ficients to compare the recognition success rate.

4.2. Audio classification

In the classification step, the objective is to recognize
‘‘on’’ devices based on MFCC features. Several classification
algorithms, including support vector machines (SVMs) and
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), have been previously proposed
for environmental sound classification [36].

SVM [41] is a binary classifier widely used for solving
two-class problems. SVMs find the hyperplane that maxi-
mizes the margin, described as the distance from the
hyperplane to the instances closest to it on either side, be-
tween the two classes. Conversely, our problem consists of
n classes, i.e., each room may have n different house appli-
ances. Moreover, there may be multiple devices running
simultaneously. TinyEARS uses a similarity check function
to differentiate the sound of multiple house appliances
from the sound of individual devices. The similarity check
function estimates how close a given audio sample is to the
audio classes that constitute a training set. The distance
between a given sample and the existing classes, as ex-
pressed by the similarity check function, is then used as
an estimate of the reliability of the decision of a sensor
node. We have therefore considered two computationally
inexpensive classification algorithms, i.e., minimum dis-
tance classifier (MDC) and k-NN, which are able to associ-
ate a distance function to each decision. This distance is
used as the similarity check function to quantify the level
of confidence in the decision. The main advantage of
MDC against k-NN is that MDC performs the similarity test
only with the centroid of available acoustic signatures of
household appliances, whereas the k-NN [41] algorithm
tests a given sample against all individual audio samples
in the database. Given n classes with m samples for each
class, the computational complexity of k-NN and MDC
are nm and n, respectively.

During our preliminary design phase, we compared the
household appliance recognition success rates of MDC, k-
NN and SVM through Matlab simulations. Our findings, re-
ported in Table 2, show that the success rates do not vary
significantly for the considered application. These results
are obtained using nine MFCC features for seven house
appliances and their different running levels with 120
audio samples for each. The performance of k-NN and
SVM is only slightly better than MDC. Therefore, even
though Imote2s have the capability to run complex classi-
fication algorithms, we decided to use a simple classifier as
MDC, characterized by a relatively low computational cost,
to speed up the decision process on each sensor node and
reduce the energy consumption.

4.2.1. Minimum distance classifier
The minimum distance classifier algorithm aims at find-

ing the closest class centroid to the given test sample. A
centroid for each class is calculated based on the available
features. To compute the centroid of a class, the algorithm
calculates the mean of those features individually. Let x be
an unknown sample to be classified, and yi, i = 1, . . . , n be a
prototype for class ðciÞ. Both x and yi are m-dimensional
vectors in the feature space, n is the number of classes,
and m is the number of dimensions of the feature space.

The minimum distance classifier is defined as

x 2 ðciÞ () dðx; yiÞ ¼ min
j21;...;n

dðx; yjÞ;

where d(�) is the Euclidean distance function

dðx; yiÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm

k¼1

ðxk � yikÞ
2

vuut :
4.3. House appliance sound recognition system

HASRS uses a supervised learning method, MDC, where
the system consists of two main phases, training and test
processes.

4.3.1. Training process
The system needs to be trained using the sound of each

house appliance to generate their acoustic signatures. The
training process is done only once after deploying the sen-
sor nodes. This process takes place on the DFC. The acoustic
signatures of each house appliance are generated at the
end of this process.

There may be different house appliances in each room.
Some of them, like a vacuum cleaner, may be used in



Fig. 6. Block diagram of the classification process.
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different rooms. Therefore, this type of devices should be
included in the training list of each room. For example, in
addition to refrigerator, exhauster, blender, and dish-
washer, the vacuum cleaner is counted as a new class inde-
pendent of other rooms.

After training the system on the DFC, the mean values
and scale coefficients of each class, which are used to nor-
malize the feature set, are delivered to the corresponding
sensor node in the house. Fig. 6 describes the main steps
of the training process. First, the training software module
(TSM) loads all audio samples of each class from the sound
database into the memory. Each class has an equal number
of samples. The TSM divides then each audio sample into
frames of equal length. The frames are extracted into its
MFCC features. Next, samples are normalized to report val-
ues of each feature on the same scale. Thus, each feature is
weighted equally in the process of distance calculation.
Then, the TSM generates the acoustic signature of each de-
vice and its run levels. In the last step, sound signatures are
delivered to the corresponding sensor node in the house.

The training process occurs only once before the
deployment of acoustic signatures. If a new device needs
to be added, only the acoustic signature of the new device
would be generated and then the new signature would be
deployed to the nodes placed in each room through the
DFC.

The acoustic characteristic of an house appliance do not
change too much during its running period. Only different
states of an house appliance could produce distinctive
sounds. Therefore, in our tests we have sampled three
times (at different time points) 30 s sound of each state
of each house appliance. Each 30 s period has been split
into 1 s chunks. Then, these samples have been labeled
and loaded into the sound database.
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After several test scenarios, we observe that increasing
sampling time above 30 s do not improve the success rate
of HASRS. Besides, since MDC aims at finding the mean of
each feature, the HASRS do compare test data to only one
value for each feature, contrary to k-NN. Thus, more train-
ing data would be unnecessary in our system, whereas
much more training data in k-NN might increase the sys-
tem performance.

4.3.2. Test process
In the test phase, after sampling audio data, the sensor

node extracts the MFCC features of the signal. Then, it cal-
culates the Euclidean distance to each class. The class with
minimum distance and the distance are sent to the DFC.
Fig. 6 shows a detailed diagram of the test process module
(TPM). First, the sampled audio is divided into frames. The
TPM normalizes each frame using scale coefficients. In the
next step, the TPM invokes the similarity check function
that calculates the distance of the sampled audio data to
the defined classes, i.e., devices. Finally, the minimum dis-
tance function determines the most similar class and the
sensor node transmits related information to the DFC.
5. Data acquisition and processing

TinyEARS requires real-time power usage information
and node decisions to estimate the power consumption
of individual house appliances. Several modules have been
implemented to gather and process information.

5.1. Interfacing the power meter

TED5000 provides an XML-based development API to
retrieve real-time and historical data from the gateway.
Interfacing with the real-time power meter involves two
operations. First, an HTTP request is sent to the TED5000
gateway. The gateway replies back with a XML file that
contains information including a time stamp, voltage, and
power from several MTUs. In the second step, this XML file
is parsed to extract relevant information, i.e., time stamps
and power usage of a particular MTU. These two operations
are performed by an application running on the DFC. This
application has been developed in the C# programming
language, since C# provides built-in class libraries for han-
dling HTTP requests and XML files.

5.2. Data/event filtering

The DFC monitors power changes in the household and
decides whether a device has been turned on or off. In our
experiments, we have noticed that the power consumption
of house appliances might change due to two reasons. First,
the power consumption of some devices in the household
such as vacuum cleaner varies in time based on their
usage. Second, some devices cause a peak in power con-
sumption when they are turned on and then descend to a
lower power consumption level.

Thus, basic approaches like using the difference be-
tween the last two readings fail to correctly detect changes
in device states. In our system, we employ two filtering
techniques to overcome this problem. First, when a change
occurs between the last two readings, the difference in
power usage is tested against a predefined threshold. The
purpose of this threshold is to eliminate the effect of de-
vices with varying power consumption. If the change is
greater than the threshold, a second filter is applied. The
DFC keeps monitoring the power usage for five additional
seconds and calculates the average of these values. This
low-pass filter is used to remove peaks and estimate the
actual steady-state change in current absorption caused
by the device. This value is also used by the TCM to validate
and (possibly) override node decisions.

5.3. Audio sampling at the sensor node

The ITS400 [42] sensor board is designed to be inter-
faced with Imote2. It contains a three-axis accelerometer,
an advanced temperature/humidity sensor, a light sensor
and a 4-channel Analog/Digital Converter (ADC). The ADC
on this board can be used to interface with different analog
sensors. In our application, one of the four available ADC
channels is used to interface an electret microphone [43].
The ADC on the ITS400 sensor board can provide 10- and
12-bit samples. To preserve the quality of the captured
sound, we use 12-bit samples. Fig. 7 shows the microphone
connected to the Imote2 sensor node.

Our experiments show that the discriminating frequen-
cies of house appliances are in the 0–1 kHz range. Thus, a
sampling rate of 2 kHz is satisfactory. Fig. 8 shows the fre-
quency spectrum of audio samples of refrigerator as an
example.

A common way of sampling from audio sensors is to
program a timer with the desired resolution and sample
the ADC channel when the timer interrupt occurs. This
method optimizes the CPU usage and allows other tasks
to run concurrently. However, in the.Net Micro Framework
the timer resolution is 1 ms and a single read operation
from one of the ADC channels takes approximately
500 ls. Thus, the maximum sampling rate that can be
achieved by using the built-in timer is around 600 Hz. An
alternative way is to sample the ADC channel, and insert
delays between readings to meet the desired resolution.
Although this is clearly not an ideal solution, we had to rely
upon this method to achieve the required 2 kHz sampling
rate.

5.4. Implementing device classification on Imote2

In our study, we have implemented the HASRS compo-
nent of TinyEARS on Imote2. Each mote is responsible for
its individual room/space. Motes wait in idle state until
they receive a command from the DFC. In our tests, the
mote is always in the ‘‘on’’ state and monitors the channel
for command messages. After receiving the command, the
mote performs audio classification including sampling
audio data, extracting features (MFCC), processing mini-
mum distance classifier. After finalizing a decision, each
mote transmits the decision class label and the distance
value to the DFC.

In our implementation, the mote samples 4 s long audio
clips. Each clip is segmented into 25 ms long frames that



Fig. 7. Imote2, ITS400 and electret microphone.
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overlaps 10 ms with the previous frame. The Hamming
window, FFT, Mel-frequency bank filters and Discrete Co-
sine Transform are applied to each frame respectively.
Only 13 linear Mel-frequency bank filters ranging from
80 Hz to 600 Hz are used, since the dominant frequencies
of the devices are in this range. After several tests, it is
determined that the optimal number of cepstral coeffi-
Fig. 8. Audio power spectral density of the house appliances and their states (Bl
Low, Refrigerator).
cients as 9 for each frame. Details of the procedure were
discussed in Section 4.1.1.

We faced a number of challenges in implementing a
fully functional HASRS component. The.Net Micro Frame-
work has some restrictions that need to be worked around
to implement complex applications like MFCC. This in-
cludes the lack of mathematical methods such as log(),
sin(), cos(), which led us to override the existing math li-
brary with a new library from ALGLIB [44]. While import-
ing existing libraries to the .Net Micro Framework, we
defined a set of macros to use arrays as matrices, since
the.Net Micro Framework does not support matrix data
structure.

Algorithm 1. Rules for time correlation

search for node decisions with a distance value above
the (�)

calculate change (Dpm) in the power usage
if (Dpm is positive)
then

apply Rule 1
end
else

apply Rule 2
end
ender, Dishwasher/State1, Dishwasher/State2, Exhaustor/High, Exhaustor/
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Algorithm 2. Rule 1
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Fig. 9. Performance of audio classification and correlation with different
threshold values.
compare node decision (dt) with previous node
decision (dt�1);

if dt = dt�1 then
find devices with power consumption (Pi) equal to
the Dpm;
if no match is found then

leave dt as it is;
else

if only one device found then
add the device to decision table (Dt);

else
leave Dt for further analysis;

end
end

end
check the power consumption of dt;
if it matches the Dpm then

add dt�1 to Dt;
else

leave Dt for further analysis;
end

end
Algorithm 3. Rule 2

if Dt�1 is silence then
mark Dt as silence;

else
check the power consumption of the device (s) in
Dt�1;
if any of them matches Dpm then

remove that device from Dt;
else

leave Dt for further analysis;
end

end
5.5. Data fusion rules

When a sensor node performs classification of the sam-
pled audio, it calculates the distance between the sample
and all possible classes. Then, it classifies the sample as
belonging to the class with minimum distance. In the mul-
ti-layer decision architecture of TinyEARS, the distance va-
Table 3
Example of data fusion operation. Columns in italics shows with time-stamps tha

Time 10:10:54 10:14:41 10:21:12

Power usage 348.9 410.4 335.5
Distance value 0.105 0.165 0.129
Node decision Ref. Exh. (H) Ref.
Correlated data Ref. Ref & Exh. (H) Ref.
Real data Ref. Ref & Exh. (H) Ref.
lue is used by the TCM module. In the case where only a
single device is working, the HASRS identifies the sample
as belonging to one of the classes in the system with a very
low distance value. The distance is higher when the sam-
pled audio contains superimposed sounds of multiple de-
vices. The distance value is then used by the TCM to
discriminate and make decisions in situations when multi-
ple devices are active at the same time.

If the distance value is lower than the predefined
threshold, the DFC accepts the decision of the node as is.
If the distance value is greater than the threshold, the
DFC combines time and power consumption information
and may override the node decision. This override opera-
tion is performed based on a set of predefined rules.

TCM identifies node decisions with high distance values
and calculates the change in power usage Dpm. A positive
change means that a device has been turned on, whereas a
negative change indicates that a device has been turned
off. When Dpm is positive, a list of possible devices is gen-
erated based on Dpm and known levels of power con-
sumption of devices. Then, unfeasible options are
eliminated based on previous node decisions as shown in
Algorithm 2. When Dpm is negative, the power consump-
tion of each device in the previous time slot is compared
with Dpm, and any matching device is marked as ‘‘turned
off’’ for the current time slot as shown in Algorithm 3. In
both algorithms, previous node decisions and power usage
might be insufficient to make a decision. In such cases,
decisions can be made on further analysis based on run-
time estimation and device usage characteristics. We left
the analysis of such cases for future work, since they only
happen on rare occasions.

Table 3 shows an example of the time correlation oper-
ation. The TCM considers node decisions with a distance
t have distance values higher than the threshold.

10:33:28 10:40:28 10:44:02 10:54:38

442.1 745.6 1783.5 210.1
0.067 0.12 0.231 0.107
Ref. Ref. D/W (State-2) No activity
Ref. Ref. Ref. No activity
Ref. Ref. Ref. No activity



Fig. 10. Block diagram of test deployment.
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value below the threshold (set to 0.140 in the experiments
reported). The threshold value is determined based on
experiment. We collected audio samples of house appli-
ances in two different kitchens, and evaluated the perfor-
mance of audio classification on the sensor node and
correlation operation. Fig. 9 shows the success rate of
audio classification on sensor node and the overall system
performance after the correlation operation for different
threshold values. Using higher values results poor overall
system performance, since it will minimize the use of cor-
relation operation.
6. System evaluation

Most of the house appliances do produce sound, thus
can be identified by their audio signatures. There are
exceptions including devices like modems, routers, lights,
which do not produce any sound. Such devices can be de-
tected by TinyEARS with the adoption of additional heter-
ogeneous sensors. For example, a heat sensor can be used
Fig. 11. Success rate of audio classificati
to detect an oven or HVAC, whereas a simple light sensor
is enough to tell whether lights are on or off.

During the tests, sensor nodes are equipped with audio
sensors only, since our primary concern in TinyEARS is to
investigate the use of audio signatures for device-level en-
ergy monitoring. Devices that do not emit audio signals or
have low power consumption are classified as a single un-
known device.
6.1. Deployment

To test and validate our design, we have deployed Tin-
yEARS in a two bedroom apartment in Buffalo, NY. A
TED5000 power meter was connected to the electric panel,
a laptop configured as DFC, and a sensor node deployed in
the kitchen. The in situ training phase of TinyEARS enables
a flexible deployment. Therefore, the sensor node can be
placed anywhere in the room. The kitchen was selected
since it is the most challenging room as multiple appli-
on performed on the sensor node.



Fig. 12. True working time vs. estimated working time by DFC.

Table 4
The success rate of TinyEARS.

Device name Power consumption

Real (W) Estimated (W) Success rate (%)

Refrigerator 357.68 370.66 96.50
D/W (State-1) 43.02 54.87 78.40
D/W (State-2) 544.2 501.6 92.17
Exh. (High) 22.45 21.64 96.39
Exh. (Low) 6.99 3.79 54
Blender 20.6 20.6 100
Vacuum cleaner 157.5 154.5 98.10
Microwave oven 145.48 183.43 79.31
Overall 1297.92 1311.09 98.99

(a) Estimated Activity M

(b) Real Activity Map

Fig. 13. Activity map
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ances are often used there concurrently. A block diagram of
our test deployment is shown in Fig. 10.

During the tests, occupants of the house took accurate
notes of ‘‘turn on’’ and ‘‘turn off’’ times of each device in
the house. A ground truth for working devices and their
power consumption was constructed by combining these
notes and real-time power readings gathered from power
meter on every second. This ground truth is only used to
evaluate the system performance during the test phase.
This experimental deployment was held for three days.
Audio samples from the first day were used as a training
set for the system. The performance of TinyEARS was eval-
uated in the next two days.
6.2. Test results

To evaluate the performance of TinyEARS, we have ob-
served six house appliances and their different run levels,
i.e., refrigerator, dishwasher (state 1 and state 2), exhauster
(low and high), blender, vacuum cleaner and microewave
oven. Since TinyEARS is based on a multi-layer decision
architecture, we assess the success rates of each layer
individually.

The first layer of TinyEARS is the node level decision.
The audio classification module was tested for 123 differ-
ent activities. There might occur nine different individual
activities in the kitchen, i.e., no activity, blender, dishwasher
(state 1), dishwasher (state 2), exhauster (low), exhauster
(high), microwave oven, refrigerator and vacuum cleaner.
The success rate of recognition process for each appliance
and its run level is shown in Fig. 11.
ap of a Refrigerator

of a Refrigerator

of refrigerator.



(a) Estimated Activity Map of Multiple Appliances based on Node Decision

(b) Estimated Activity Map of Multiple Appliances based on DDM

(c) Real Activity Map of Multiple Appliances

Fig. 14. Activity maps of multiple appliances.
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Analyzing audio classification results shows that house
appliances are clearly distinguished from each other by
their acoustic signatures. However, different states of the
same device, such as dishwasher (state1, state2), could
be confused, since these states produce similar sounds.
On the other hand, the quality of the microphone has a
great impact on the success rate of the audio classification.
For example, the overall success rate of the audio classifi-
cation implemented with high quality microphone is
93.69%, shown in Table 2. However, the low quality micro-
phone has caused a 8% reduction on the success rate of the
audio classification in overall (Fig. 11).

At the second layer, the DFC correlates node decisions,
time and power usage information to detect working
house appliances. Fig. 12 show the estimated working time
of the monitored house appliances based on this correla-
tion and their real working time. Thanks to the multi-layer
architecture of the TinyEARS, the low recognition rate of
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dishwasher (state1) has been increased from 34% up to
76%. Thus, the power consumption of individual household
appliances are reported within a 10% error margin.

The overall system performance was evaluated by com-
paring power consumption information reported by Tin-
yEARS to the ground truth data of two-day long
activities. Table 4 shows the success rate of TinyEARS
about estimating the power consumption of each house
appliance.

As TinyEARS tracks running devices, we created activity
maps of each house appliance to show the accuracy rate of
our estimation results for on/off device status. Fig. 13
shows the real and estimated activity maps for the refrig-
erator. We believe that TinyEARS could exploit the activity
maps of house appliances with steady working characteris-
tics. This kind of information can be used by the TCM mod-
ule especially when previous node decisions and power
usage are insufficient to make a decision. In such cases,
decisions can be made on further analysis based on run-
time estimation and device usage characteristics. We left
the analysis of such cases for future work, since they only
happen on rare occasions.

Fig. 14 shows the activity map of a multiple device case
where refrigerator and exhauster (in high state) are turned
on and off. In this case, when the exhauster is turned on,
EDM module detects the change on the power consump-
tion and alerts the sensor nodes. Audio classifier on the
sensor node recognizes the collected audio sample as ex-
hauster with a distance value higher than the threshold.
Thus, a correlation operation is performed on the node
decision based on the rules defined on Section 5.5. It is
clearly shown that correlation operation on the DDM in-
creases the overall system performance remarkably.
6.3. Lifetime issues

In TinyEARS, each sensor node waits for a command
from the DFC to start sampling audio signals. Then, the
sensor node processes the acquired audio samples, and
sends its decision back to the DFC. The nature of this oper-
ation requires periodic sleep of sensor nodes. The lifetime
of TinyEARS is highly dependent on this sleep interval.
Increasing the sleep period increases the network lifetime.
However, it also affects the accuracy of the overall system.
When the sleep interval is increased, sensors might not be
able to detect appliances that are turned on for short peri-
ods of time. On the other hand, decreasing the sleep inter-
val increases system accuracy, since it increases the chance
of sensor nodes to detect appliances that are turned on for
short periods of time.
7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we presented TinyEARS, an energy moni-
toring system for residential spaces using audio sensors.
TinyEARS is designed to eliminate the complexity of the
installation and maintenance procedures of existing power
metering solutions. TinyEARS employs a multi-layer deci-
sion architecture that exploits the true capabilities of sen-
sor nodes by processing sensor data on the node itself, thus
limiting transmissions over the wireless channel. This
architecture combines various sources of information to
reach an accurate estimation of the consumption patterns.
Experiments show that the multi-layer architecture of Tin-
yEARS enables monitoring device-level power consump-
tion with less than 10% error. In addition, TinyEARS can
easily monitor the power consumption of multiple simul-
taneously active appliances as well as appliances with var-
iable power consumption.

TinyEARS has an in situ training phase, which is per-
formed by manually selecting audio clips of each kitchen
appliance. We plan to design a simple user interface, which
enables end-users to perform the training phase of the sys-
tem. In our experiments, we have connected our sensor
node to DFC via USB to eliminate possible problems related
to the wireless communication. One of the existing reliable
communication protocols can be used to provide reliable
transport between the sensors and the DFC, since nodes di-
rectly communicate with DFC and transmit only their deci-
sions and distance values.
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